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WHY A MOBILE-FRIENDLY WEBSITE MATTERS

Regardless of the device a visitor uses to access your website — desktop, laptop, smartphone, tablet, etc. — your goal should 
always be to provide that visitor with a fantastic  experience when they arrive on your site.

If a visitor has to repeatedly pinch and zoom and scroll in order to read your website’s text or to tap on its awkwardly placed 
links and buttons, there’s a good chance that visitor is going to bounce from your site. And there’s also a good chance that 
visitor will end up associating his or her poor experience with your brand or business.

In effect, you lose a potential lead, a potential customer; all because of a site that doesn’t offer a mobile-friendly experience.

With more and more people turning to mobile devices as their primary means of accessing the web, being mobile-friendly is 
no longer something worth having, it’s something you must have.

In addition to this, Google’s search algorithm update back on 21 April, 2015, has created a 
situation in which websites that are built to be mobile-friendly have a greater chance of ranking 
higher in search results. This algorithm takes particular precedence when people are actively 
searching via a mobile device.

We’ll be going into more detail about this algorithm update in the next section, but you can 
read more on the initial announcement here.

http://blog.marginmedia.com.au/our-blog/google-search-more-mobile-friendly
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GOOGLE’S FOCUS ON MOBILE-FRIENDLY WEBSITES

In the past, Google had implemented updates to how it surfaced search results by including notes such as whether a website 
was mobile-friendly or including a note that could inform the user that a website may not work on their mobile device (e.g. 
“Uses Flash. May Not Work on Your Device”). 

However, the search giant’s algorithm update on 21 April, 2015, solidified how mobile the world is becoming. In order for 
your website to truly reap SEO benefits nowadays, it must be mobile-friendly.

Sample Tags
http://www.sample-tags.com/
Uses Flash. May not work on your device.  
Try anyway  |  Learn more
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You can analyse whether your website falls into the category of mobile friendliness thanks to 
Google’s own Mobile-Friendly Test. Depending on the size of your site (number of pages, etc.), 
this analysis may take a little while.

You can get an even more extensive review of your website, it’s mobile-friendly status and what issues need to resolved 
through Google’s Mobile Usability Report, via Google Webmaster Tools.

If you get the above result, then you know you’re on a 
good footing with Google’s requirements. 

If your website is not mobile-friendly or has just a few 
issues preventing it from being entirely  
mobile-friendly, Google will list which problem areas 
need to be addressed.

https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/mobile-friendly/
https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/mobile-usability
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3 KEY MOBILE-FRIENDLY DESIGN OPTIONS APPROVED BY GOOGLE 

When designing the mobile portion of your website, you ultimately have three options that agree with Google. A brief 
breakdown of each is listed below:

1. RESPONSIVE DESIGN (SAME URL, SAME HTML) - By using the same URLS and, importantly, the same HTML, your 
website will intuitively adapt to changing screen sizes and adjust the content and look accordingly. Google strongly 
recommends this design option.

2. DYNAMIC SERVING (SAME URL, DIFFERENT HTML) - Dynamic serving similarly maintains the same URLs regardless of 
the device you’re using, which is ideal for SEO. However, unlike responsive design, which adapts to changing screen sizes, 
dynamic serving requires you to create different HTML for each device (e.g. one set for desktop, once set for tablet, one 
set for mobile, etc.).

3. MOBILE-ONLY WEBSITE (DIFFERENT URL, DIFFERENT HTML) -  
A mobile-only website means you will have created a mobile design 
designated exclusively to a mobile URL (e.g. m.website.com). The site 
recognises when someone is browsing on a mobile device and then 
redirects them to the mobile-based URL. While this was common in the 
initial rise of mobile sites, the use of a different URL and different HTML 
makes this less ideal for the purposes of search engine rankings.
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KEY TIPS FOR IMPROVING YOUR MOBILE WEBSITE’S OVERALL SEO
Regardless of the mobile configuration you end up using, there are some key overarching mobile optimisation approaches 
that all marketers can benefit from.

#1 - Work With a Designer
The longer people stay on your site, the more it helps with rankings. So sit down with a designer to figure out how you can 
make your site not just mobile-friendly on a functional level, but by also having an appealing look that would keep people 
engaged.

#2 - Remember the Font
On a mobile device, you want the font to be larger. There’s less screen, so 
keeping the same font size isn’t going to work (users will squinting or zooming in 
to even see what’s there). But remember to be selective with the font type. Even 
if it’s the right size, a poor font type can drive people away.
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#3 - Use “Touch-Friendly” Navigation & Calls-to-Action
Links and buttons are a pain to hit on mobile when they haven’t been properly optimised.  
Google suggests the following:

• a minimum 7mm x 7mm size for the primary tap targets (link, button, etc.)

• leaving a minimum 5mm of space between each tap target (white space)

#4 - Make Sure Google Can Access All of Your Website Code

In order for Google to optimally render, index, and rank your website’s content on mobile devices, you need to make sure 
Google’s web crawling bots —Googlebot and Googlebot-Mobile — can access your site’s image files, CSS, and JavaScript.

Controlling which assets Google’s bots are able to crawl can usually be accomplished through updating your site’s robots.txt 
file and re-submitting it to Google.

#5 - Keep Your Code Simple
Having too much CSS or JavaScript on your website can cause serious slowdowns for mobile 
visitors, and, in turn, hurt your search rankings. Google recommends compressing your site’s 
code wherever possible and reorganising your CSS if it is causing slowdowns. 
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#6 - Avoid Overly Large Images
When you have image files that clock in massive megabyte counts, they can really hurt your mobile site. 
Remember people are often using mobile data, which means a massive image file will eat through their 
data, slow down processing and simply cause your website to load a slower rate.

#7 - Make Sure Your Videos Can Load
Unplayable content on mobile is a major point of frustration for your website’s visitors.

When embedding video from YouTube or another video hosting service, avoid using <object> embeds on pages that you’re 
optimising for mobile. Use <iframe> embeds instead, as these will allow for compatibility with a broader range of mobile 
devices/browsers.

For animated content that relies on Flash, Google recommends using HTML5 animations, which you can create using Google 
Web Designer.
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#8 - Keep Your Conversion Forms Smart
No doubt you want your website - mobile and desktop versions - to be great at generating leads. 
But it’s important to consider usability when creating landing pages for mobile visitors. While 
typing out your name, email, phone number, and other information is relatively pain-free on a 
desktop computer, on a mobile device it’s considerably more annoying.

To ensure you’re delivering a great mobile experience, keep landing page forms short. For 
example, if your typical desktop form asks for a person’s name, email, phone number, industry, 
and company size, you may want to simply ask for their name and email and scrap everything 
else on the mobile version of the form.

#9 - Ask Google to Crawl Your Site Again
Last but not least, once you’ve finished making your website mobile-friendly, 
Google will automatically recrawl and re-index your site’s pages. If you want to 
speed up the process, however, you can use the “Fetch as Google” tool to trigger 
Google to recrawl and re-index your site sooner.

If your site has a ton of URLs that need to be processed again, you can submit a 
sitemap. Just be sure to include the “lastmod tag” in your sitemap if your mobile 
pages are using pre-existing URLs (which will likely be the case if you used 
responsive design or dynamic serving to make your site mobile-friendly).
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Having a website that is mobile-optimised goes way beyond just benefiting your website’s search 
engine rankings. It’s also the cornerstone of creating a fantastic user experience for every visitor, 
regardless of what device they reach your website through.

At Margin Media, we offer a host of digital solutions, including website design/redesign, digital 
marketing, social media marketing, and search engine optimisation. Want to find out more about 
our services? LET’S TALK. 

WEB DESIGN DIGITAL MARKETING SOCIAL MEDIA 
CAMPAIGNS

http://www.marginmedia.com.au/contact-us/
http://www.marginmedia.com.au/services/digital-marketing/
http://www.marginmedia.com.au/services/web-design/
http://www.marginmedia.com.au/services/social-media-campaigns/
http://www.marginmedia.com.au/services/web-design/
http://www.marginmedia.com.au/services/digital-marketing/
http://www.marginmedia.com.au/services/social-media-campaigns/

